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List out 5 qualities of a good leader or a good 
captain and think about on how it will be helpful for 
the team/group.
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In this lesson you will learn about Dr. 
Talimeren Ao who is also called the 
Football Wizard. 
Read the Life story of Dr. T Ao 
Chapter 3 english textbook from 
Page 47-50. 
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(28 JANUARY, 1918 – 13 SEPTEMBER, 1998)
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Pomelos
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1934             : Finished middle school from Impur

1938             : Matriculated from Christian High School, Jorhat

1938-1940   :  I.Sc from Cotton College, Guwahati

1940             : B.Sc (Physics) in Cotton College, Guwahati

1942-1950   : MBBS from R.G. Kar Medical College(then, 
Carmichael Medical College), Calcutta.
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HIS FOOTBALL CAREER

▪Captain of football team in Cotton College, Guwahati

▪Played for Maharana Club of Guwahati

▪ In 1943, joined Mohun Bagan Club, Calcutta

▪He was given the captain's armband in 1948 to captain 
the Indian Football Team in London Olympics
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ALL INDIA FOOTBALL FEDERATION (1951)
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Let’s learn more about Dr. T. Ao:

▪He had sharp features, 5 feet 10 inch tall (barefooted), with a 
towering personality and a booming voice.

▪Under the captainship of Talimeren Ao, Cotton College beat Murari 
Chand College after 13 colossal years.
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                   Let’s learn more about Dr. T. Ao:

▪His teammates spread the story that he was a Naga headhunter.

▪After the  London Olympics 1948, he was given the title Barefooted 
Genius. 

▪At a press conference, the Indians were asked why they played 
barefooted. The ever witty T. Ao said, “Well, you see, we play 
football in India, whereas you play BOOTBALL!”
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What does ‘bootball’ mean ? 

Why was Dr. T. Ao called the barefooted genius?

You don’t have to write down these answers. 
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Why do you think Dr. T. Ao rejected the offer to join Arsenal? 

You don’t have to write down these answers. 
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Do you think Dr. T. Ao was a good leader? Give reasons for 
your answer

You don’t have to write down these answers. 
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•

“Sports play a very important role in Education. Generally, people consider Sports 
to be something not important and this to be a mere adjunct to the education system. 
A sound education system should not be based solely upon the development of the 
mind but it should be based on development of the body also. The fact that sports 
can play an important role in the education system can hardly be challenged; sports 
is potentially an integral part of it. Sports is considered the universal language which 
infuses in the people a sense of national solidarity.” Dr. T Ao 

More about Dr. T AO on Wikipedia - Click here

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talimeren_Ao
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CLICK HERE TO WATCH THE VIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qMilFrbYKUU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qMilFrbYKUU
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Now look at the questions and try to answer as many as you can. (Page 20 
onwards are textbook questions (page 51 on your textbook - NBSE 
English) 
You can check your answers in the following pages. 

Or you can go straight to the online quiz. Click Here. 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfEvqlGP0bUKGTddxigfEXFM2anm7TCmWD2SAKQPpE_gBsP7Q/viewform?usp=sf_link
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Textual  Questions
I. Complete the timeline with information from the text.
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8.
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Questions and Answers
I. Complete the timeline with information from the text.
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1.

2.
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3.

4.
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5.

6.
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7.

!

8.
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Extra Questions
Write this answers on your own in your note copy.

1. When and where was Dr. Talimeren Ao born? Who were his parents?

2. Which college hosted the football match in 1939?

3. Why did Talimeren request his college Principal and Professor to exempt 
him from the football match? What did they do?

4. ‘This was possibly the turning point in Ao’s career as a footballer’. What 
was the turning point?

5. Which foreign club invited  Dr. T. Ao to their club? What was his response?

6. Who was Dr. T. Ao’s wife? What was her profession?
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